Welcome to our 2nd Newsletter for 2013.

**Events**

1. **Copyright Workshop**

The Library hosted a Copyright Workshop on the 20th May which was well attended by staff from a range of Alice Springs Library and Information Service agencies. Copyright remains an important and complex issue for educational institutions, contact us if you have any enquiries or check the [CDU Copyright webpage](#).
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2. **Biggest Morning Tea**

Our Biggest Morning Tea event was again very popular and successful, raising $450 for the Cancer Council. Thank you to all staff who participated in our Most Interesting Teapot competition or entered the raffle and guessing competition.
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3. CSC Homework/Study Centre

One of the outcomes of the *Into Uni Program* partnership between CDU and Centralian Senior College has been the establishment of a Study (Homework) Centre in the Library from 3:00-5:00 Monday to Thursday. Tutors/mentors are available to assist CSC students with their study, research and literacy and numeracy skills.

4. Library Foyer

The entrance to the Library has been refurbished as an exhibition space and we look forward to hosting staff or student artworks and displays. Henry Smith’s sculpture is currently on display. Contact us if you would like to use the space.
New Resources

The Library is emailing out a monthly list of new resources to all staff. Please contact us if you have any enquiries about any of the new titles or if you would like to recommend new resources.

1. 2013 Literary Award Winners – Try some new Australian fiction

Miles Franklin & Prime Minister’s Literary Award
Krestser, Michelle De  *Questions of travel*  DEKR

Children’s Book Council Award – Older Readers
Lanagan, Margo  *Sea hearts*  LANG

Stella Award & NSW Premier’s Literary Award
Tiffany, Carrie  *Mateship with birds*  TIFF

Kibble Literary Award
Faulkner, Annah  *The beloved*  FAUL

Read the winning entries in the [Northern Territory Literary Awards 2013](#)

2. New Indigenous Interest  DVDs

Big boss  499.1503 BIGB

Black and dusty  796.73 BLAC

Bush toys  305.89915 BUSH

Crookhat and the Kulunada  305.89915 CROO

Emily in Japan  759.994 EMIL

Intervention : 2 years on  362.849915 INTE

Lousy little sixpence  305.89915 LOUS

My Uncle Bluey  306.85 MYUN

This is how you’ll make your bed in prison  344.940356 THIS

Three boys dreaming  796.089915 THRE

Tjanpi Nyawa! Look at the grass!  704.039915 TJAN

Whispering in our hearts : The Mowla Bluff massacre  305.89915 WHIS

Why me?  Stories from the stolen generation  362.849915 WHYM
LibGuides

Our new LibGuide for CSC teachers and students:

Women’s Health and Well-Being

Reminder: The Career Information LibGuide provides links to resources and websites about career choice, job applications and Indigenous job assistance, including scholarships.

News for Researchers – Citation Searching

Citation searching allows researchers to search for references on a topic starting from a known reference and to track citations of their own research articles and related research in their area of interest.

CDU subscribes to two citation databases; Scopus and Web of Science. Scopus covers over 19,500 journal titles, conference proceedings and web pages with an emphasis on scientific, technical, medical and social science literature. Web of Science covers over 12,000 journals, seminars and conference proceedings and includes science, social sciences and arts and humanities.

Web of Science example: Search for an article “Buffel grass as an invader and threat to biodiversity in arid environments”. The article has been cited in 3 other articles. Researchers can also create a citation alert which will keep them informed of new articles on the topic.

Google Scholar – Citations also allows researchers to track citations to their publications (including books), view publications by colleagues, and create a public profile.

A comparative analysis of the three citation databases can be read here. More information about using citation databases can be found here or come into the Library for assistance.
**Political Fact Checkers**

Want the political facts rather than the spin? There seem to be a number of fact-checking websites that claim to rate the accuracy of statements by elected officials and other influential people in the Australian political debate.

- ABC Fact Check
- Crikey Get Fact
- PolitiFact Australia
- The Conversation Election FactCheck

Or maybe you feel that “Political fact checkers – useful as pet rocks”.

**All About Alice Quiz!**

1. Jo Dutton’s new novel is called *To Alice with ______________________________.*
2. Shirley Brown’s personal history of Alice Springs is called ____________ *Alice.*
3. Lewis Carroll set his Alice in ________________________________.
4. Nevil ________________________________ was the author of *A town like Alice.*
5. The 1979 book by Maisie McKenzie is called _________________ *town like Alice.*
6. In 1967 Arlo Guthrie suggested you could get anything you want at Alice’s ________________________________.
7. The film version of *A town like Alice* stars Peter ____________________________.
8. Linda Wells’ history of Alice Springs is called _________________ *a town like Alice.*
9. *Go ask Alice* was written by _________________________________.
10. In 2012 Eleanor ________________________________ wrote *Alice Springs.*

Answers on the next page.
Extra!

The Library has one bay of compactus shelving which it no longer needs. If any area in the University or CSC would be interested in this shelving please let us know.

Answers to All About Alice Quiz

1. love
2. My
3. Wonderland
4. Shute
5. No
6. Restaurant
7. Finch
8. Still
9. Anonymous
10. Hogan